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Research
Interests

I am interested in system architecture design, encompassing software, hardware, as well as co-designs,
for modern ecosystems, such as datacenters, mobile computers, and embedded systems, that focus on
compute, network, or storage functionalities. I believe in designing these systems with the objective of
improving performance and energy-efficiency while maintaining programmability and manageability.

Education Doctor of Philosophy, PhD September 2006 – September 2013
University of California, San Diego, USA

Title: Software and Hardware Techniques to Mitigate the Multicore Interference Problem
Advisor: Professor Michael Bedford Taylor
Major: Computer Science (Computer Engineering)

Master of Science, MS September 2006 – August 2009
University of California, San Diego, USA

Title: Design Decisions for Tiled Architecture Memory Systems
Advisor: Professor Michael Bedford Taylor
Major: Computer Science (Computer Engineering)
GPA: 3.97/4.00

Bachelor of Technology, B.Tech August 2001 – April 2005
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India

Major: Computer Science and Engineering
CPI: 8.7/10.0

Technical
Papers

Gupta, Anshuman; Sampson, Jack; Taylor, Michael Bedford. “Quality Time: A Simple Online
Technique for Quantifying Multicore Execution Efficiency”. Under Submission at International Sym-
posium on Performance Analysis of Systems and Software, ISPASS 2014.

Gupta, Anshuman; Sampson, Jack; Taylor, Michael Bedford. “DR-SNUCA: An Energy-Scalable
Dynamically Partitioned Cache”, International Conference on Computer Design, ICCD 2013.

Gupta, Anshuman; Sampson, Jack; Taylor, Michael Bedford. “TimeCube: A Manycore Embedded
Processor with Interference-Agnostic Progress Tracking”, International Conference on Embedded
Computer Systems: Architectures, Modeling and Simulation, SAMOS 2013.

Venkata, Sravanthi Kota; Ahn, Ikkjin; Jeon, Donghwan; Gupta, Anshuman; Louie, Christopher;
Garcia, Saturnino; Belongie, Serge; Taylor, Michael Bedford. “SD-VBS: The San Diego Vision Bench-
mark Suite”, International Symposium on Workload Characterization, IISWC 2009.

Posters Gupta, Anshuman; Taylor, Michael Bedford. ”Tapestry: Reducing Interference on Manycore
Processors for IaaS Clouds” Jacobs Research Exposition 2012. Best Poster Award



Research
Experience

University of California, San Diego, USA

Graduate Student Researcher September 2006 – September 2013

Advisor: Professor Michael Bedford Taylor
During my PhD program at UCSD, I worked on multiple projects within the Center for Multicore
and Manycore Parallelism, including the following:

• Qtoolkit: Software for Tracking Online Multicore Execution Quality. We developed utilities
to increase transparency in interference-afflicted multicore systems. These utilities measure the
execution quality of applications in live concurrent systems (Qtime), provide a dashboard to
visualize the overall system quality (Qtop), and improve system quality by improving application
placement (Qplacer). The source code for these utilities is available as open-source software.

• TimeCube: Augmenting Multicore Processors to Precisely Measure and Control Application
Execution Qualities. Multicore interference distorts application execution qualities. We de-
veloped novel efficient hardware mechanisms that can precisely measure execution quality of
live applications as well control it at a fine-granularity. The online execution quality measure-
ments are exposed to software as well. TimeCube continually maintains estimated slowdowns
for applications over its execution so far, called Quality Time, which can be used to determine
its progress. It calculates these metrics using efficient hardware mechanisms, with just 1%
average error rates. TimeCube also uses this metric to provide online QoS to applications, a
requirement in real-time embedded systems, with an accuracy of 99%.

• Tapestry: Dynamically Isolated Manycore Processors with Quality-Based Resource Provisioning.
We used Dynamic Execution Isolation to address the challenges in managing the copious re-
sources available on manycore processors for Infrastructure-as-a-Service, or IaaS, clouds. This
is achieved through novel scalable techniques, such as the Dynamically Repartitionable SNUCA
(DR-SNUCA) and the System Quality Optimization Table (SQOT). We use these mechanisms
to provide a fair metering system called Virtual Time Metering, or VTM, which can replace ex-
isting metering schemes that overcharge customers by as much as 12×, when using manycores.
We also use these mechanisms to implement an optimal resource provisioning scheme to maxi-
mize the Mean System Quality. This scheme improves earnings of the IaaS operator by as much
as 1.8× compared to a non-augmented manycore architecture. We obtained these performance
numbers using Apollo, a trace-driven many-core simulator I wrote for this architecture.

• Stingray: A Real-Time Vision Processor. Stingray is part of a multi-stack system for realiz-
ing real-time performance of vision applications. It consists of Photon, a parallelizing compiler
for matlab (language of choice for vision applications) that generates massively parallel binaries,
and Stingray, an energy-scalable manycore processor that runs these parallel binaries, to provide
real-time performance for matlab code. The processor architecture uses novel mechanisms, such
as specialized on-chip networks for signaling dependencies, speculative operand networks, and
coherence-free caches, to enable real-time execution of several commonly used vision algorithms.
To quantitatively analyze the architecture I wrote Metropolis, a cycle-accurate many-core sim-
ulator, which executes multi-threaded input generated from Photon, the parallelizing compiler.

Professional
Experience

Advanced Micro Devices, AMD, Bangalore, India

Design Engineer April 2005 – August 2006

Manager: Swamy Punyamurtula
I worked on the state-of-the-art memory system for AMD’s K10 Bulldozer architecture. Our group
was responsible for devising new architectural features for the future microprocessors, test the result-
ing performance improvement using a cycle-accurate simulator, and then correlating our results with
the verilog models. Within the group, I was handling the DRAM prefetcher and parts of the memory
controller and the DDR controller.



International Business Machine, IBM, Bangalore, India

Project Intern May 2004 – August 2004

Manager: Suparna Bhattacharya
Implementation of asynchronous I/O over network in linux kernel. The project was aimed at im-
plementation of asynchronous I/O for sending data over network using the same interface as used
for asynchronous I/O over file systems. This allowed I/O parallelization and reduced sleep times for
processes. To test the implementation, I developed a parallelized online version of the linux gzip
utility that uses asynchronous network I/O.

Project
Experience

Architecture
Cache-Coherent Distributed Shared Memory with Multiple Directory Protocol Engines per Processor
under Professor Mainak Chaudhuri. In this project, I modified the Stanford FLASH simulator to
put multiple directory based cache-coherence protocol engines in every processor to handle multiple
coherence processing requests at the same time. Through this project, we were able to test if coherence
protocol processing is a bottleneck for multiprocessor environments.

Systems and Networking
Development of a Preemptible Kernel on NachOS Platform under Professor Deepak Gupta. In this
project, we developed a full fledged kernel capable of multi-threading, task-switching and scheduling,
synchronization, and deadlock-avoidance on top of a basic Nachos kernel.

Dynamic Load Balancing in Grid Computing under Professor S K Aggarwal and Professor R K Ghosh.
In this project, we analyzed existing algorithms to dynamically balance the loads over computation
grids over certain defined epochs, found their shortcomings, and proposed a new algorithm which was
able to optimally distribute uneven computational loads on compute stations of different strengths
and connected with different bandwidths.

Peer-to-Peer Network for Threaded Data Transfer and Multiplayer Game Play under Professor
Dheeraj Sanghi. In this project, we developed server and client programs to transfer files, with
parallel threads transferring parts of a file from multiple sources simultaneously to same or different
destinations. It also had multiplayer gameplay enabled on network.

Security
Secure E-mail using Encryption Techniques under Professor Deepak Gupta and Professor Dheeraj
Sanghi in the Security Lab at IIT Kanpur. The project aimed at implementing a secure E-mailing
system in IIT Kanpur ensuring authorization, integrity, privacy and non-repudiation.

OAS (Online Academic System) under Professor Harish Karnick. In this system, we developed a
database implementation for academic records at IIT Kanpur. It was optimized to minimize the
number of cross products required and reduce the redundant information, simultaneously. It also
provided security features including different user privileges for users and groups.

Compilers
Compiler for Scheme under Professor S K Aggarwal. In this project, we developed a compiler for
the language scheme from scratch. It handled features like recursive calls, dynamic types including
functions, static scoping, and macro definitions.

Cognitive Science
Learning in a Connectionist Network for Language Acquisition under Professor Harish Karnick and
Professor Achla Raina. In this project, we tried to model learning in a connectionist framework using
Rumelhart feed-forward network . We simulated learning in a feed-forward neural network through
back propagation and compared it with child language acquisition.



Neural Systems Underlying British Sign Language under Professor Harish Karnick and Professor
Achla Raina. We studied the NMR Activation Patterns in Neural Systems, mainly brain on recep-
tion of different languages, signed, spoken, and written, and on occurrence of known, related, and
unfamiliar concepts. This was used to deduce the mapping between brain modules and language
features and thus assess the literature on language acquisition faculties of human brains.

Artificial Intelligence
Automated Analysis of ECG under Professor Harish Karnick. In this project, we tried to analyze
the ECG output of a patient and detect if the heart is infected by common as well as rare cardiac
ailments using pattern recognition techniques to figure out the patterns in ECG signals.

Artificially Intelligent Program to Play Chinese Checkers and Capable of Learning with Time under
Professor Pabitra Mitra. In this project, we developed a game player program, which can improve
over time by learning board positions, opponent strategies, board score algorithms by using machine
learning techniques based on genetic algorithms.

The Intelligent Virtual Player Connect 4 under Professor R K Ghosh. In this project, we developed
an intelligent computer player which can play the game connect 4 at multiple expertise levels. We
used the depth first search and back propagation algorithms and implemented an innovative board
score algorithm.

Graphics
Modeling and Visualization of Aerodynamic Flows Around Solid Bodies under Turbulent Flows under
Professor Shashank Mehta. The project aimed at developing simulation environment for modeling
and having 3-D view of flows, which will be helpful in predicting the behavior of fluids around physical
bodies, and then using smoothening and anti-aliasing algorithms to create realistic videos of different
fluid phenomenons.

Fabric Simulation based on the Surroundings and Fabric Properties under Professor Shashank Mehta.
In this project, we developed the surface of fabric using OpenGL having different property parameters
like stiffness, density, elasticity, and stiff-length. We also modeled the effects on the fabric geometry
due to the surrounding conditions.

Matrix Theory
Hadamard Matrices to Solve a System of Linear Equations. under Professor R.K.S. Rathore. In
this paper, I presented the technique of solving a system of linear equations by utilizing Hadamard
Matrices, thus reducing the complexity of the problem.

Honours and
Awards

Scholarships
Aditya Birla Scholarship 2001
Awarded to 10 students in India every year for academic excellence, leadership qualities, and overall
personality.

Academic Excellence Award 2002
Awarded to students showing best annual academic performance in IIT Kanpur.

NTSE scholarship 1999
National award given in recognition of mental aptitude, academic and general knowledge, and all-
round personality.

7th in the State Science Talent Search Examination SSTSE 1999
State level examination to test scientific temper and research aptitude.

Olympiads
17th in the National Group Mathematics Olympiad GMO 2000
Level 2 national examination to choose representatives of India in International Maths Olympiad.



5th in Regional Mathematics Olympiad RMO 2000
Level 1 state examination to choose representatives of India in International Maths Olympiad.

National Physics Olympiad IPhO 2001
Got selected (top 1%) in Indian Physics Olympiad (IPhO 2001), a level 1 national examination to
choose representatives of India in International Physics Olympiad.

National Chemistry Olympiad ICho 2001
Got selected (top 1%) in Indian Chemistry Olympiad (IChO 2001), a level 1 national examination to
choose representatives of India in International Chemistry Olympiad.

Entrance Examinations
Rank 55 out of 170,000 students in Joint Entrance Examination JEE 2001
Test for entrance into the IITs.

Rank 30 out of 150,000 in Roorkee Entrance Examination REE 2001
Test for entrance into Roorkee College of Engineering.

Programming C, C++, Java, Matlab, Linux shell scripting, Python, LATEX 2ε, PBS, System C, VHDL, Verilog,
OCAML, Scheme.


